Parcel Spend Management
Alexandretta is the global leader in parcel spend management and consistently drives
cost savings for clients spending between $1mm-$500mm+ on parcel annually. Our
expertise in the industry allows us to review every aspect of parcel data and optimize
savings via detailed analytics, negotiations support, contract optimization, strategy, audit,
and business intelligence. Typical savings average 10%-20%, leading to increased profits
and competitive leverage for our clients.
Contract Optimization
Our dedicated team of parcel experts brings over 80 years of carrier pricing and sales
expertise to our clients. Regardless of client size or spend, we find savings 95% of the
time, therefore providing the biggest area of opportunity for shippers to impact their parcel
spend. As parcel carriers continue to raise rates and Amazon and COVID-19 disrupt the
parcel landscape, this remains an area requiring increasing analysis and significant focus.
Alexandretta becomes a trusted extension of our clients’ teams, adding bandwidth and
resources to optimize savings and time.
Audit Recovery & Business Intelligence
In addition to providing late shipment and manifest error recovery, we also provide
sophisticated solutions that incorporate shipment booking, trend analysis, GL-coding, rate
audit, shipment visibility, rate shopping, transit analysis, and business intelligence tools
through our cloud-based systems.
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Global Solutions
While we are headquartered in the US and have a powerhouse team of domestic parcel
experts on staff, we also bring a passionate team of global experts that optimize parcel
savings in Canada, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. In addition to parcel spend
management, we also drive significant savings on global air freight and US, Canada, and
Europe-based trucking expenditures.
Global Savings
Alexandretta is the global leader in parcel spend management and brings a unique mix
of integrity, expertise, commitment, resources, skillsets, and strategy to maximize your
savings globally.
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I would like to personally invite you to let Alexandretta
be your global partner in parcel. We are focused on
moving your business forward, through increased
profits and competitive leverage — both in the US and
abroad — with a team that is absolutely passionate
about our clients and their results. With Alexandretta’s
additional focus on diversity, the environment and
giving back, we are making a difference while driving
success for our clients.
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